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Intermec CK3X handheld mobile computer
(CK3XAB4K000W4400)
8.89 cm (3.5 ") 240 x 320, Numerical, EA30, 256MB RAM, 1GB Flash, Texas Instruments
1GHz, USB 2.0, 5100 mAh, WLAN 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth 2.1+EDR, 499g, WM LP SS
& ICP
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 1,117.56 €
Eco fees: 0.04 €
VAT 21 %: 234.70 €

Product details:
Product code: CK3XAB4K000W4400
EAN: 5712505723401
Manufacturer: Intermec

1,352.30 €
* VAT included
- Rugged - Withstands multiple 1.5m (5ft) drops to concrete across all operating temperature ranges and an IP54 seal
rating against rain and dust
- Scanning - Choice of integrated high motion tolerance 2D area imager or 2D near/far area imager supports highperformance, omni-directional scanning
- Radio - Supports industry standard 802.11 a/b/g/n and Bluetooth radio for adaptable communications
- Battery - Industry-leading battery performance will last a full shift and beyond
- Processor - Equipped with a powerefficient 1GHz multi-engine Texas Instruments processor, 256MB RAM and 1GB
Flash
- Voice - Designed to support Vocollect Voice to combine voice-directed workflow with traditional barcode data collection
- RFID - Optional field-installable RFID reader to adapt with your changing data collection needs
With the pace and competitiveness of business today, it's no secret that customers expect accurate orders to be
delivered on-time and damage-free, every time. Putting cost-effective processes and technologies in place to improve
workforce and workflow performance is vital to the success of your operations.
The CK3X fits your timetable for achieving such results with a pedigree of proven success, easy deployment and fast
return on investment. Extending the popular ergonomic design of the CK3 model, the CK3X takes the best and makes it
even better, giving you the power to put accuracy and productivity in the hands of your workers.
The CK3X comes with a choice of integrated area imagers for standard range or near/far range scanning. These
imagers provide unsurpassed scanning performance on 1D and 2D bar codes and are particularly well-suited for
reading poor quality and damaged codes. Support for omni-directional scanning and very high motion tolerance allows
workers to capture an accurate scan and quickly move to the next task.
Featuring a highly adaptable design, the CK3X is supported by an 802.11 a/b/g/n and Bluetooth® radio, as well as an
optional RFID reader accessory. Designed to support Vocollect Voice, you can quickly combine the proven results
associated with voice-directed workflow or combine it with traditional bar code data collection all in the same device.
Avoid downtime with a device that is truly rugged. The CK3X can withstand multiple 1.5 meter (5 ft) drops to concrete
(across all operating temperatures) and delivers industry-leading battery life performance that will last through a full shift
and beyond - no more interruption to replace or recharge batteries. Best of all, this comes without the bulk and size of
traditional rugged devices in the same class.
Transitioning from other computers to the CK3X is easy with device configuration tools like CloneNGo our breakthrough
device provisioning that makes it easy to &#8220;clone'' device settings from a single master unit to an unlimited
number of devices. The latest Microsoft® Windows Embedded Handheld operating system and broad compliance for the
latest industry standards such as HTML5 means the CK3X is compatible with the widest range of software applications from warehouse management systems to other mission-critical tools developed by our PartnerNet Independent Service
Provider (ISV) community.

Legacy applications are backwards compatible, and the optional Intermec Client Pack includes Terminal Emulation and
a lock-down browser which simplify migrations. Plus the CK3X is compatible with existing CK3 accessories so you can
upgrade to the latest technology, without additional investment in chargers, docking stations, scan handles and more.
Take your business performance to the next level with CK3X. As part of Intermec's proven enterprise business
solutions, the CK3X extends your data collection options while reducing IT burden - giving you a true competitive edge.
Main specifications:

Display
Display diagonal:
Display resolution:
Touchscreen:
Display number of colours:

3.5 "
240 x 320 pixels
Y
65536 colours

Memory
Internal memory:
Internal memory type:
Compatible memory cards:
Flash memory:
ROM capacity:
Maximum memory card size:

256 MB
RAM
microSD (TransFlash)
1024 MB
1024 MB
32 GB

Processor
Processor frequency:
Processor family:
Processor manufacturer:

1000 MHz
Instruments OMAP
Texas Instruments

GPS Performance
GPS (satellite):

N

Wireless LAN features
Wi-Fi:
Wi-Fi standards:
Security algorithms:

Y
IEEE 802.11a,IEEE 802.11b,IEEE 802.11g,IEEE 802.11n
128-bit WEP,64-bit WEP,WPA,WPA-AES,WPA-TKIP,WPA2

Data transmission
Bluetooth:
Bluetooth version:

Y
2.1+EDR

Camera
Built-in camera:

N

Audio
Built-in microphone:
Speakers:
Voice recording:
Speech recognition:

Y
Y
Y
Y

Ports & interfaces
USB 2.0 ports quantity:

1

Operational conditions
Storage temperature (T-T):
Operating temperature (T-T):
Operating temperature (T-T):
Relative humidity:

-20 - 70 °C
-10 - 50 °C
14 - 122 °F
0 - 95 %

Power
Battery capacity:
Battery technology:

5100 mAh
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)

System requirements
Compatibility:

CCXv4

Weight & dimensions
Weight:
Width:
Depth:
Height:

Technical details

499 g
83 mm
61 mm
216 mm

Phone function:
RFID reader:
Certification:

Keyboard layout:
LED indicators:
Barcode reader:

N
N
cULus Listed, DEMKO, BSMI, Class B &#8211; FCC/ICES/EN, GOST-R,
CE, CCC, FCC, Industry Canada, C-tick (AU/NZ), NCC, OFCA, IDA,
ICASA, POSTEL, NTC, KC (Korea), ETA, ANATEL, WEEE, RoHS
Numeric
Y
Y

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

